Quilt Binder Set for 9 mm max. stitch width machines
(Easy Set Bobbin compatible)
A new version of the highly popular Janome Quilt
Binder Set with Easy Set Bobbin compatibility has been
created for use with 9 mm sewing machines. It is also
possible to attach this binder set to non-Easy Set
Bobbin type 9 mm machines. You’ll be amazed at how
easy to use the quilt binder is and how quickly and
professionally you’ll be able to perform binding tasks. Part No.： 202-211-008
Compatible with all 9 mm stitch width sewing machines (Easy Set Bobbin type or otherwise).
MC15000 / MC12000 / MC9900 / MC8900QCP / MC8200QC

1/2” (15 mm) finished binding width
Producing a finished binding width of approximately
1/2” with enough room to handle quilt fabric and
other thick fabrics. Not only does the attachment do
straight line binding for large quilts, but it also adds
wonderful, eye-catching accents to any small items
such as placemats and hot pads.
Finished binding widths of 5/16 ” (8 mm) and 7/16” (12 mm) also possible
The binder attachment plates (50mm/15mm) in the
package and the 5/16” and 7/16” binder attachment
plates sold with Janome’s CoverPro machine can be used
interchangeably to achieve another 2 binding widths.
32 mm / 8 mm Tape binder Part No.: 795-824-014
42 mm / 12mm Tape binder Part No.: 795-842-007
(can be purchased separately)

Professional fine-tuning for a beautiful finish
The two upper screws adjust the folds to allow you to set the position of the
binding’s top and bottom folds. Once you have set the position of the folds, place
the attachment on the base and align the folded fabric with the needle to the
desired position. If you are worried about the needle not sewing on the underside
of the fabric, set the binder as shown in the photo and diagram on the right below.
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